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Abstract: Recently published results from VLBI observations at 3 and 7 millimeters of the radio
galaxy Cygnus A are reviewed in this article, and discussed within the model of a prominently
stratified jet outflow. At the source redshift (z = 0.056), mm-VLBI allows a spatial resolution down
to 200 Schwarzschild radii to be achieved, providing an extremely detailed view of the two-sided
jet base. Through a study of the kinematic properties of the flow and of its transverse structure,
it is shown that the radio emission is produced by an accelerating, mildly relativistic, parabolically
expanding disk-wind. The observed transverse stratification, both of the flux density and of the bulk
speed, supports the presence of an invisible faster spine close to the jet axis, powered either by the
inner regions of the accretion disk or by the spinning black hole.
Keywords: jets; high angular resolution; Cygnus A

1. Introduction
Since the early days of radio astronomy, the radio galaxy Cygnus A has been one of the favorite
targets for studies aimed at understanding the physics of relativistic jets in AGN. Its proximity
(z = 0.056, DL = 249 Mpc) and the jet orientation close to the plane of the sky (θ ∼ 75◦ ) give us the
unique opportunity to investigate a powerful Fanaroff Riley II object (FR II) at high spatial resolution
and almost free from geometrical effects.
In addition to studies of the large scale structure and of the bright radio lobes characterizing
it, Cygnus A is particularly suited for testing theoretical models describing the launch, acceleration
and collimation of the outflow. Indeed, the scales where such mechanisms are expected to take
place can be probed in this source through Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations
at millimeter wavelengths. From an observational stand point, this is quite a rare possibility.
According to theoretical arguments (e.g., [1,2]) and to predictions from GRMHD (General Relativistic
Magneto-HydroDynamical) numerical simulations (e.g., [3,4]), the region where the initially
magnetically dominated jet is accelerated, and its energy is converted into bulk kinetic energy,
extends out to 103 –104 Schwarzschild radii (RS ) from the central engine. Even when exploiting
interferometric techniques at the highest frequencies, the aforementioned region is usually unreachable
by observers, as it lies upstream of the VLBI core in most of the classical blazars (e.g., [5]). The fact
that most of the jets are already in equipartition, or even matter-dominated in the “blazar-zone”,
is supported by ample observational evidence, e.g., involving brightness temperature measurements [6]
or modeling of the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) (see [7] for a discussion). Nearby radio galaxies,
instead, have proven to be the optimal targets for investigating the jet launching region. For reasons
which are not fully clarified [8] but most likely involve the reduced impact of projection effects,
in radio galaxies the VLBI core appears to be located much closer to the central black hole than in
blazars. For example, phase referencing observations of M 87 [9] have determined an offset of only
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14–23 RS between the jet apex and the 43 GHz core, while an upper limit of 100 RS could be inferred
for NGC 1052 at 86 GHz [10].
Observing jets so close to their vertex can also allow us to directly discriminate between different
launching models, particularly if the jet base can be resolved transversely. Indeed, by measuring the
transverse width in the vicinity of the jet apex, one can constrain the radial distance at which the flow
is initially anchored. If it is larger than the inner radius of the accretion disk, defined by the location of
the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), this indicates that the disk is, at least partially, driving the
flow, as described in the work of Blandford and Payne [11]. A narrower width is expected, instead,
if the jet is powered by the rotational energy of the black hole through the Blandford and Znajeck
mechanism [12]. Again in M 87, VLBI observations at 1 mm with the Event Horizon Telescope [13]
have revealed a narrow transverse size of 5.5 RS , implying that the jet base is anchored close to the
ISCO. In fact, the ISCO radius varies between 1 and 9 RS depending on the black hole spin parameter
and on the orbit of the disk/black hole system.
In the following, we summarize results from a detailed mm-VLBI study of Cygnus A,
first presented in Boccardi et al. 2016a, 2016b [14,15], and we interpret them in a model of a jet outflow
with significant transverse stratification. The data set is comprised of four Global VLBI observations
at 43 GHz performed between 2007 and 2009 and three GMVA (Global Millimeter VLBI Array)
observations at 86 GHz from the period 2009–2010. Thanks to the much reduced synchrotron opacity
at high radio frequencies and to an observing beam as small as 200 RS (for MBH = 2.5 × 109 M [16]),
we could resolve transversely the base of the two-sided flow and obtain a comprehensive picture of
the jet parameters in the acceleration and collimation region. For a more exhaustive description of the
data analysis and scientific discussion, the reader is referred to the original articles [14,15].
2. Results
2.1. Kinematic Structure
In Figure 1, a simplified model of Cygnus A at 43 GHz is shown for each of the four epochs
(October 2007, October 2008, March 2009, November 2009). This was obtained in DIFMAP by fitting
circular Gaussian components to the self-calibrated visibilities through the subroutine MODELFIT. The
source is well described by nine or ten features, and presents a pronounced emission gap west of C1.

Figure 1. Modelfit maps of Cygnus A at 43 GHz. The images were tapered and convolved with
a common beam with FWHM of 0.2 × 0.1 mas and position angle pa = −15◦ . Contours represent
isophotes at 1.8, 3.6, 7.2, 14.4, 28.8, 57.6, and 115.2 mJy/beam. The reference point for the alignment is
component N, assumed to be stationary [14]. Credit: Boccardi et al., A&A, 585, A33 (2016), reproduced
with permission c ESO.
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In order to measure the proper motions of the main emission features, these were cross-identified
between different epochs based on a few main parameters (flux density, size, morphology), and each
position was measured relative to component N, assumed to be stationary. This analysis shows that
while the motion of the features in the outer jet (J4, J5, J6, J7) is slower and uniform, and a linear fit
is sufficient for determining the speeds, the inner components (J2 and J3) move faster and appear
to accelerate, the motion being best described by second order polynomials. The two regions also
show a different behavior when looking at the flux density variations of the components during the
monitoring period. In the outer jet, the flux densities are constant, while closer to the core they sharply
decrease as the components travel downstream. The latter also applies to the newly ejected feature J1.
These results, as well as the jet limb-brightening observed in this source [14,17], can be well interpreted
by assuming the presence of a transverse gradient of the bulk Lorentz factor of a spine-sheath kind.
The decrease of the flux densities of the inner, accelerating components is likely caused by the decrease
of their Doppler factor as the Lorentz factor increases. Unlike in blazars, this naturally occurs in
jets seen at large viewing angles, not only in the counter-jet but also in the approaching side. If the
speed is sufficiently high, the flow can be completely invisible, with a Doppler factor much smaller
than 1. In this scenario, the lower speeds observed at larger distances from the core do not imply
an intrinsic deceleration of the flow, but rather indicate that only the slower filaments are visible in
that region. The de-boosting of a fast central spine has often been proposed as the possible cause of
limb-brightening in jets. The analysis presented for Cygnus A provides direct evidence for it, since the
flow is actually observed to get fainter and fainter as its speed increases.
In Figure 2, the intrinsic speeds β and the Lorentz factors Γ are reported as a function of distance z
from component N. Two different colors are used for the fast and the slow sections of the flow, and the
stationary features C1, J0 and J6 are also shown in green. A systematic increase of speed is observed
along the jet, not only in the fast region but also in the slow one, although the individual components
in the outer jet do not show clear signs of non-linear motion during the monitoring. The two sections
accelerate with different gradients, at a faster rate closer to the jet axis than at the edge.
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Figure 2. Top: intrinsic speed as a function of de-projected core separation. A fast and a slow component
with different acceleration gradients can be identified; Bottom: corresponding Lorentz factor versus
de-projected core separation [14]. Credit: Boccardi et al., A&A, 585, A33 (2016), reproduced with
permission c ESO.
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Overall, the acceleration region extends on a scale of 103 –104 RS , which is in very good agreement
with the expectations for a magnetically-driven jet (Section 1). The bulk Lorentz factor spans a mildly
relativistic interval (1 < Γ < 2.5), while an even faster but invisible flow may exist at the jet axis.
2.2. Jet Shape
By considering the transverse width of all the MODELFIT components in Figure 1, the jet shape
was analyzed. As shown in Figure 3, the expansion can be described by a single power law of the
form r ∝ z0.55±0.07 up to ∼104 RS ; i.e., the jet is almost perfectly parabolic. A gradual collimation
of the flow, most likely provided by confinement from a poloidal magnetic field and/or from the
external medium (see e.g., [18]), is found to be a necessary ingredient for a magnetically-driven jet
to be efficiently accelerated. Almost the same expansion law was determined for M 87 on similar
scales [19]. However, while in M 87 the jet becomes conical at larger distances, Cygnus A appears to
have a cylindrical shape at low VLBI frequencies (e.g., [20]). Such a difference in the evolution of the
two sources, FR I and FR II, respectively, may play an important role in the origin of the FR I/FR II
dichotomy on sub-kiloparsec and kiloparsec scales. In fact, while magnetic acceleration is inefficient
in a conical flow, it may still proceed in a flow attaining, asymptotically, a cylindrical shape. A fast,
cylindrical jet would also be less affected by instabilities, and may propagate almost undisturbed until
its final dissipation. According to [2,4], the steepness of the pressure gradient of the external medium
crucially determines the asymptotic shape of the flow, and may therefore be a fundamental parameter
for the development of the FR I/FR II dichotomy.
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Figure 3. Power-law fit of the jet width (FWHM = 2*radius r) versus de-projected distance from the
core, as inferred from MODELFIT [14]. Credit: Boccardi et al., A&A, 585, A33 (2016), reproduced with
permission c ESO.

2.3. Size of the Jet Base
In order to zoom further into the jet launching regions of Cygnus A, three VLBI images with high
dynamic range (∼1200−2000) were produced at the frequency of 86 GHz. An angular resolution down
to ∼45 µas, corresponding to a linear size of only ∼200 Schwarzschild radii, could be achieved. In this
article, Figure 4, we present the image obtained after stacking the three maps, a procedure which
allows the best recovery of the jet structure. The morphological complexity of the source is apparent
at this frequency. The emission is rich with sub-structures, and the limb-brightening seen at lower
frequency can also be noticed, especially in the outer regions of the approaching jet. A prominent
counter-jet is detected, while no clear emission gap is visible east of the core.
With the aim of determining the transverse width profile at the base of the two-sided flow, a pixel
based analysis of the stacked map, which was convolved with a circular beam of 0.1 mas, was carried
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out in AIPS. With the task SLICE, the image was sliced along the jet axis; then, a Gaussian fit was
performed with SLFIT for describing the transverse intensity distribution at each pixel (1px = 0.02 mas).
Results concerning the central 1.5 mas of the source are shown in Figure 5. The green dots indicate the
measured transverse width dmeas as a function of distance from the core z, while the black dotted line
represents the profile of the formal resolution limit dlim , calculated based on the signal to noise ratio at
each slice as [21]:
s


(Sp /σ)
4
π ln(2)b ln
dlim =
.
(1)
π
(Sp /σ) − 1
In this expression, σ is the rms noise, Sp is the peak flux density at each pixel, and b is the
equivalent circular beam for the case of a uniform weighting. The comparison between the profiles in
Figure 5 indicates that the measured width is much larger than the resolution limit, except for a very
faint region at z ∼ −0.5 mas.

Figure 4. Stacked map of Cygnus A at 86 GHz. Each individual epoch was restored with a circular
beam of 0.1 mas. The alignment was based on the position of the peak of intensity. The dashed line
indicates a projected length of ∼2000 Schwarzschild radii. The image is adapted from [15], Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Transverse width profile at 86 GHz for the stacked image. Error bars for the width
measurements (green points with label dmeas ) are assumed equal to 1/5 of each convolved FWHM. The
dashed black line with label dlim indicates the profile of the resolution limit [14]. Credit: Boccardi et al.,
A&A, 588, L9 (2016), reproduced with permission c ESO.
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The base of the flow is therefore transversely resolved, which allows us to draw important
conclusions from this analysis. The detection of a bright counter-jet provides us with the unique
opportunity of inferring—assumptions free—a lower limit for the size of the jet base, even though
the location of the central engine is not known exactly. Simply put, the central engine has to be
“somewhere” between the jet and the counter-jet, and the transverse width of the flow at its origin
cannot be smaller than the minimum size we measure. In units of Schwarzschild radii, the minimum
is ∼(227 ± 98) RS , and it occurs in the surroundings of z ∼ 0. This width is significantly larger than
the radius of the innermost stable circular orbit, indicating that at least part of the flow is anchored at
large disk radii in the accretion disk.
3. Discussion
Our VLBI study of Cygnus A at millimeter wavelengths provides a coherent description of the
mechanisms taking place in the nuclear regions of this jet. As inferred from a detailed analysis at
86 GHz, the base of the two-sided flow is at least ∼230 RS wide, indicating that, unlike in M 87 [13],
the outer regions of the accretion disk contribute in launching the jet. The radio emission is then
produced by a disk wind which, based on the results obtained at 43 GHz, is of parabolic shape
and accelerates on scales of 103 –104 RS . The bulk Lorentz factor spans a mildly relativistic regime
(1 < Γ < 2.5), and shows a gradient also in the transverse direction. The complex kinematic properties
of the source, as well as the jet limb-brightening, indicate the presence of a pronounced transverse
stratification of a spine-sheath kind. Indeed, a fast central spine can be completely invisible, due to
Doppler de-boosting, if seen at a sufficiently large viewing angle. This putative component of unknown
speed (Figure 6) could be powered either by the inner regions of the accretion disk or by the spinning
black hole itself. At the same time, the 86 GHz jet may represent only a filament of an even broader disk
wind extending to much larger radii, but resolved out at high resolution. Such a diffuse component is
likely the main observable at low frequencies: at 5 GHz [20], the jet of Cygnus A roughly appears as
a cylinder and has a diameter of ∼9000 RS . After removing the broadening effect from scattering in
the interstellar medium, this size may still be quite larger than measured at 86 GHz.
If such kind of stratification is a common feature of relativistic jets, Doppler boosting effects will
naturally select the dominant component based on the jet orientation with respect to the observer.
A frequency and/or resolution dependence may also be expected. Studies of large sample of blazars
(e.g., [22]), i.e., of spine-dominated objects, show that the contribution of a spinning black hole is
necessary for explaining the observed jet powers. In radio galaxies, instead, the mildly relativistic disk
wind may be more easily observed, as in the case of Cygnus A.

Figure 6. Simplified sketch of the stratified jet in Cygnus A. The emission is produced by a parabolically
expanding, mildly relativistic disk wind with spine-sheath structure. Close to the jet axis, an even
faster flow of unknown speed may exist, as suggested by the observed limb-brightening.
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